Self-supervised pre-training of transformer models has shown enormous success in improving performance on a number of downstream tasks. However, fine-tuning on a new task still requires large amounts of taskspecific labelled data to achieve good performance. We consider this problem of learning to generalize to new tasks with few examples as a meta-learning problem. While meta-learning has shown tremendous progress in recent years, its application is still limited to simulated problems or problems with limited diversity across tasks. We develop a novel method, LEOPARD, which enables optimization-based meta-learning across tasks with different number of classes, and evaluate existing methods on generalization to diverse NLP classification tasks. LEOPARD is trained with the state-of-the-art transformer architecture and shows strong generalization to tasks not seen at all during training, with as few as 8 examples per label. On 16 NLP datasets, across a diverse task-set such as entity typing, relation extraction, natural language inference, sentiment analysis, and several other text categorization tasks, we show that LEOPARD learns better initial parameters for few-shot learning than self-supervised pretraining or multi-task training, outperforming many strong baselines, for example, increasing F1 from 49% to 72%.
Introduction
Learning to learn (Schmidhuber, 1987; Bengio et al., 1992; Thrun and Pratt, 2012) from limited supervision is an important problem with widespread application in areas where obtaining labelled data for training large models can be difficult or expensive. We consider this problem of learning in k-shots for natural language processing (NLP) tasks, that is, given k labelled examples * Equal Contribution of a new NLP task learn to efficiently solve the new task. Recently, self-supervised pre-training of large transformer models using language modeling objectives (Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019) has achieved tremendous success in learning general-purpose parameters which are useful for a variety of downstream NLP tasks. While pre-training is beneficial, it is not optimized to allow fine-tuning with limited supervision and such models can still require large amounts of task-specific data for fine-tuning (Yogatama et al., 2019) .
On the other hand, meta-learning methods have been proposed as effective solutions for few-shot learning. Such methods can be broadly categorized into metric-based and optimization-based methods. Metric-based meta-learning methods, such as matching networks (Vinyals et al., 2016) , aim to learn a general-purpose neural model to encode data-points into an embedding space along with a (learned) distance metric which reduces the prediction problem to a matching problem. While optimization-based methods, such as model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017) , learn a good initialization point for a neural model from which learning using stochastic gradient descent can reach the optimal point for a new task with only a few examples.
Existing applications of such meta-learning methods have shown improved performance in few-shot learning for vision tasks such as learning to classify new image classes within a similar dataset. However, these applications are often limited to simulated datasets where each classification label is considered a task. Moreover, their application in NLP has followed a similar trend (Han et al., 2018; Mi et al., 2019; Obamuyide and Vlachos, 2019; Geng et al., 2019) . We move beyond simulated tasks to investigate meta-learning performance on gener-alization outside the training tasks, and focus on a diverse task-set with different number of labels across tasks. Since the input space of natural language is shared across all NLP tasks, it is possible that a meta-learning approach generalizes to unseen tasks, as also conjectured by Yogatama et al. (2019) .
As MAML-based approaches are agnostic to the model architecture and task specification, they are a lucrative candidate for learning to learn from diverse tasks. However, they require sharing model parameters, including softmax classification layers across tasks. Moreover, MAML learns a single initialization point across tasks. As such, they have been limited to fixed n-way classification-type tasks. This poses a barrier for learning to learn across diverse tasks, where different tasks can have potentially disjoint label spaces. Contrary to this, multi-task learning naturally handles disjoint label sets, while still benefiting from sharing statistical strength across tasks. However, to solve a new task at test time, multi-task learning would require training a new classification layer for the task.
On the other hand, metric-learning approaches (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017) being nonparametric in nature can handle varied number of classes as long as they are provided with some examples of each class. However, as the number of labelled examples increase, these methods do not adapt to leverage the larger label set as nearest neighbor matching becomes computationally expensive. Due to this, their performance with increasing data size lags behind MAML-based methods, which can approach supervised models in the limit.
We address these concerns and make the following contributions: (1) we develop a MAMLbased meta-learning method, LEOPARD 1 , which can be applied across tasks with disjoint label spaces and can continuously learn to adapt from increasing amounts of labeled data; (2) we train LEOPARD with a large pre-trained transformer model, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) , as the underlying neural architecture, and show that it is possible to learn better initialization parameters for few-shot learning than that obtained from just selfsupervised pre-training or pre-training followed multi-task learning; (3) we consider a broad and 1 Learning to generate softmax parameters for diverse classification challenging set of NLP tasks including entity typing, relation classification, natural language inference, sentiment classification, and various other text categorization tasks; (4) we study how metalearning, multi-task learning and fine-tuning (using pre-trained BERT model) perform for few-shot learning of completely new tasks, analyze merits/demerits of parameter efficient meta-training for LEOPARD, and study how various train tasks affect performance on target tasks.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first application of meta-learning methods in NLP which evaluates on test tasks which are significantly different than training tasks and goes beyond simulated classification tasks or domain-adaptation tasks (where train and test tasks are similar but from different domains). We discuss relevant background in Section 2, introduce our approach LEOPARD in 3, discuss experimental results and analysis in Section 4 and discuss related work in Section 5.
Background
In supervised learning of a task T , we are given a dataset D T = {(x j , y j )} sampled from a distribution: {(x j , y j )} ∼ P (X )P T (Y|X ), where X is the input space, Y is the output space and P T (Y|X ) is the task-specific distribution over the output space given input. The aim is then to learn a parameterized model f θ : x j →ŷ j , with parameters θ, that maps inputs x j with true label y j to a predictionŷ j , using a task-specific loss L T . For example, for the task of natural language inference, x is a pair of premise and hypothesis, and y is whether the hypothesis is true (entailment), false (contradiction) or undetermined (neutral) given the premise.
In meta-learning, we consider a meta goal of learning across multiple tasks and assume a distribution over tasks T i ∼ P (T ). We follow the episodic learning framework of Vinyals et al. (2016) which minimizes train/test mismatch for few-shot learning. We are given a set of M training tasks {T 1 , . . . , T M }, where each task instance potentially has a large amount of training data. In order to simulate k-shot learning during training, in each episode (i.e. a training step) a training task T i is sampled with a training set D tr i ∼ T i , consisting of only k examples (per label) of the task and a validation set D val i ∼ T i , containing several other examples of the same task. The model f is then trained on D tr i using the task loss L i , and then tested on D val i . The model's performance on D val i , measured using the loss, is then used to adjust the model parameters. Here the validation error of the sampled task T i serves as the training error for the meta-learning process. At the end of training, the model is then evaluated on a new task T M +1 ∼ P (T ) where again the train set of T M +1 consists of only k examples per label, and the model can use it's learning procedure to adapt to the task T M +1 . It is then evaluated on a large set of new test examples from this new task T M +1 . Note that the datasets D tr i and D val i are also referred to as meta-training and meta-validation sets. We next discuss two popular approaches to meta-learning which are pertinent to our work: MAML and Prototypical Networks. Refer to Section 5 for a discussion of other metalearning methods.
Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML)
MAML (Finn et al., 2017) is an approach to optimization based meta-learning where the goal is to find a good initial point for model parameters θ, which through few steps of gradient descent, can be adapted to yield good performance on a new task. Learning in MAML consists of an inner loop, which consists of gradient-based learning on the task-specific objective, and an outerloop which refines the initial point in order to enable fast learning across the set of tasks. Thus, given a task T i with training datasets D tr i sampled during an episode, MAML's inner loop adapts the model parameters θ as:
Typically, more than one step of gradient update are applied sequentially. The hyperparameter α can also be meta-learned in the outerloop (Li et al., 2017) . The model parameters θ are then trained by back-propagating through the inner-loop adaptation across tasks, with the metaobjective of minimizing the error on the respective task validation sets D val i :
More sophisticated routines for optimization, such as Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) , can also be used here instead of vanilla SGD. Note that even though MAML is trained to generate a good initialization point for fast adaptation to a new task, since the inner-loop adaptation for each task also employs gradient-based learning to learn task-specific parameters, it's performance can approach regular supervised learning in the limit of large data.
Prototypical Networks
Prototypical networks (Snell et al., 2017 ) is a metric-learning based approach to meta-learning where the idea is to learn to embed data-points in an embedding space and use the few-shot training data as support to construct per class prototypes in this embedding space. The classification label for any new data point is then obtained as the class of the prototype that is closest to this data point in the embedding space. Concretely, the training dataset in an episode is first partitioned based on the class labels, C n = {x j |y j = n} where n ∈ [N ] and N is the number of classes in the current task. Then f θ acts a neural encoder for data points in each C n to generate a prototype for the n-th class asc n . Now, given a query point x * ∈ D val i , the probability that x * belongs to class n is given by computing the distance to the class prototype and passing the results through a softmax:
where d(·, ·) is the euclidean distance (Snell et al., 2017) . Optimization of θ then proceeds by minimizing the validation loss on new query examples for each task T i :
. While protoypical networks can perform well in few-shot regime and have nice interpretation as an end-to-end learned nearest neighbor, they don't learn to continuously adapt the parameters with data. Moreover, with more data computing perclass prototypes can be computationally expensive as size of C n becomes large.
Model
In this section we describe our proposed method, LEOPARD, for learning new NLP classification tasks with k-examples. Fig. 1 shows a high-level description of the model. Our approach builds on the MAML framework and addresses some of it's limitations when applied to a diverse set of tasks with different number of classes across tasks. Our model consists of three main components: (1) a shared neural input encoder which generates feature representations useful across tasks; (2) a soft- Figure 1 : The proposed LEOPARD model. All inputs are first encoded using the Transformer. The first batch from the support set is passed through the parameter generator which learns a per-class set representation that is used to generate the initial softmax parameters. Subsequently, the support batches are used for adaptation of the generated parameters as well as the encoder parameters. Pink box (dashed) outline shows modules that are adapted in the inner loop, whereas blue boxes are optimized in the outer loop. max parameter generator conditioned on the metatraining dataset for an N -way task, which generates the softmax parameters for the task; (3) a MAML-based adaptation method with a distinction between task-specific parameters, which are adapted per task, and task-agnostic parameters, which are shared across tasks, that can lead to parameter-efficient fine-tuning of large models.
Text Encoder
The input consists of natural language sentences, thus our models take sequences of words as input. Note that some tasks require classifying pairs of sentences (such as natural language inference) and phrases in a sentence (such as entity typing), and we discuss how these can also be encoded as a sequence of words in Section 4.1.1. Recently, Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017) have shown huge success as text encoders in a variety of NLP tasks (Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019) . Transformer incorporates multiple layers of multihead self-attention among words in a sentence. This has been shown useful for learning both syntactic and semantic dependencies in different layers (Raganato and Tiedemann, 2018; Tenney et al., 2019) , which is useful for various downstream tasks. Thus, we use a Transformer model as our text encoder. Concretely, we follow Devlin et al. (2018) and use their BERT-base model architec-ture. We denote the Transformer model by f θ , with parameters θ = {θ 1 , . . . , θ 12 } where θ v are the parameters of layer v. Transformer takes a sequence of words x j = [x j1 , . . . , x js ] as input (s being the sequence length), and outputs d-dimensional representation at the final layer of multi-head self-attention. BERT adds a special CLS token (Devlin et al., 2018) to the start of every input, which can be used as a sentence representation. We thus use this as the fixed-dimensional input feature representation of the sentence:
Generating Softmax Parameters for
Task-specific Classification
Existing applications of MAML model all tasks as a fixed M -way classification. This limits applicability to multiple types of tasks, each of which would require a different number of classes for classification. Moreover, an unseen test task might have a completely different number of classes not seen at all at test time (for example, in our experiments, see Sec. 4). To remedy this, we introduce a method to generate task-dependent softmax parameters (both linear weights and bias). Given the training data for a task T i in an episode, D tr i = {(x j , y j )}, we first partition the input into the N i number of classes for the task (available in D tr i ): C n i = {x j |y j = n}, where n ∈ [N i ]. Now, we perform a non-linear projection on the representations of the x j in each class partition obtained from the text-encoder, and obtain a set representation for the the class m as:
where g ψ is multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with tanh non-linearities between intermediate layers, w n i is a l-dimensional vector and b n i is a scalar. We treat the number of layer in g φ and l as hyperparameters (details in 4). w n i and b n i are then treated as the softmax linear weight and bias, respectively, for the class n:
Thus, the softmax classification weights W i ∈ R N i ×l and bias b i ∈ R N i for task T i are obtained by row-wise concatenation of the per-class weights in equation 3. Note that encoder g ψ (·) would be shared across tasks in different episodes. Now, given the softmax parameters, the prediction for a new data-point x * is given as:
where h φ (·) is another MLP with parameters φ and output dimension l, and the softmax is over the set of classes M i for the task.
Note that if we use x * ∈ D val i , then the model is a form of a prototypical network (Snell et al., 2017) which uses a learned linear classification layer as opposed to euclidean distance. However, this would limit the model to not adapt it's parameters as more data becomes available for a task. We next discuss how we learn to adapt using the generated softmax parameters. It is important to note that we do not introduce any task-specific parameters, unlike multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997) , and the existing parameters are used to generate a good starting point for parameters across tasks which can then be adapted to task-specific parameters using stochastic gradient based learning.
Learning to Adapt Efficiently
Given the task-specific classification loss computed at an episode, MAML takes multiple steps of SGD on the same training set D tr i , as in equation 1. We employ MAML on the model parameters, including the generated softmax parameters, to adapt these parameters to the current task. However, the number of parameters in the BERT transformer architecture is substantially high (∼ 110 million) and sometimes it can be beneficial to adapt a smaller number of parameters (Rusu et al., 2018; Houlsby et al., 2019; Zintgraf et al., 2019b) . We thus separate the set of parameters into taskspecific and task-agnostic parameters. For the transformer parameters for each layer {θ v }, we consider a threshold ν over layers, and consider θ ≤ν = {θ v |v ≤ ν} to be the parameters for first ν layers (closest to the input) and the rest of the parameters as θ >ν . Then we consider these parameters for these initial ν layers of transformer, and the parameters ψ of the softmax generating function 3 as the set of task-agnostic parameters Θ = θ ≤ν ∪ {ψ}. These task-agnostic parameters Θ need to generalize to produce good feature representations and good initial point for classification parameters across tasks. The remaining set of parameters for the higher layers of transformer, the input projection function in 5, and the softmax weights and bias generated in equation 4 are considered as the set of task-specific parameters
The task-specific parameters will be adapted for each task using stochastic gradient descent as in equation 1. Note that MAML usually does gradient descent steps on the same meta-train batch D tr i for a task in an episode. However, since we use D tr i to generate the softmax parameters in equation 3, using the same data to also take multiple gradient steps can lead to over-fitting. Thus, we instead sample G > 1 meta-train batches in each episode of training. Then only the first batch is used to generate the initial softmax parameters and subsequently all batches are used to adapt the softmax as well as other task-specific parameters using SGD. Apart from avoiding over-fitting and introducing stochasticity in the training from the different batches, this strategy further allows the learning to find a better initialization point that is robust to the inherent stochasticity in the optimization procedure that will also be used at test time, thus further minimizing the train and test mismatch. Task-specific adaptation in the inner loop does G steps of the following update, start-
Note that we only take gradient with respect to the task-specific parameters Φ i , however the updated parameter is also a function of Θ. After the G steps of adaptation, the final point (which consists of parameters Θ and Φ G ) is evaluated on the validation set for the task, D val i , and the task-agnostic parameters Θ are updated (as in equation 2) to adjust the initial point across tasks. Note that optimization of the task-agnostic parameters requires back-propagating through the inner-loop gradient steps and requires computing higher-order gradients. Finn et al. (2017) proposed using a first-order approximation for computational efficiency. We use this approximation in this work, however we note that the distinction between task-specific and task-agnostic parameters can allow for higher order gradients when there are few task-specific parameters (for example, only the last layer).
Other Technical Details: Instead of scalar inner loop learning rates α s , it has been shown beneficial to have per-parameter learning rates that are also learned (Li et al., 2017) . However, this doubles the number of parameters and can be inefficient for large models such those explored here.
Instead, we follow Antoniou et al. (2018) and learn a per-layer, per-step learning rate for the inner loop. We apply layer normalization across layers of transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017; Ba et al., 2016) and also adapt their parameters in the inner loop. The number of layers to consider as task-specific parameters, ν, is also a hyperparameter. We initialize the meta-training procedure of LEOPARD from pre-trained BERT model.
Experiments
Our experiments are focused on evaluating how different methods generalize to new NLP tasks with limited supervision. In this work, we focus on sentence-level classification tasks, including tasks which require classifying pairs of sentences (such as natural language inference) as well as tasks which require classifying a phrase in a sentence (such as entity typing). We consider 16 test datasets for evaluation from the following type of NLP tasks: natural language inference (NLI), sentiment classification, entity typing, relation classification, and various text categorization tasks.
Experimental Setting
We first discuss the training tasks considered, followed by our evaluation methodology, baselines, set of test tasks and datasets, and other implementation details.
Training tasks
We consider using high resource supervised tasks for training. To this end, we use the training data of the GLUE benchmark tasks 2 (Wang et al., 2018b) for training all the models. Such tasks are considered important for general linguistic intelligence and were created to promote models which go beyond superficial correlations between input and outputs (Wang et al., 2018b) . It contains 8 datasets 3 for different kinds of sentence-level classification tasks with varying number of labels across tasks: NLI, sentence similarity, paraphrase detection, duplicate question detection, linguistic acceptability, and sentiment classification. In addition to the GLUE tasks, we also used the SNLI dataset (Bowman et al., 2015) as an additional training task. We use the corresponding validation sets for these tasks to select the best model during training and hyper-parameter tuning.
Data Augmentation: Meta-learning benefits from training across many tasks. Existing methods (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017; Finn et al., 2017) treat each random sample of labels from a pool of labels (for example in image classification) as a task. In order to create more diversity during training, we also create multiple versions of each dataset that has more than 2 classes, by considering classifying between every possible pair of labels as a separate training task. This increases the number of training tasks for meta-learning and allows for more per-label examples in a batch for tasks with more than 2 classes. Note that this still allows meta-learning methods like prototypical and LEOPARD to fine-tune on a new task with a different number of classes. We train the meta-learning methods with this data augmentation. In addition, since one of the goals is to learn to classify phrases in a sentence, we modify the sentiment classification task (Stanford Sentiment Treebank) in GLUE, which contains annotations of sentiment for phrases, by providing a sentence in which the phrase occurs as part of the input. That is, the input to this task is the sentence followed by a separator token (Devlin et al., 2018) followed by the phrase to classify. Refer to the Appendix for an example. We use this version of the data for all the models to allow them to be finetuned for phrase-level classification tasks.
Evaluation and Baselines
We follow standard few-shot evaluation protocol (Vinyals et al., 2016; Snell et al., 2017; Finn et al., 2017) . The models are trained on the training tasks (described above), and are then fine-tuned with k training examples per label for a target test task. We evaluate on k ∈ {8, 16, 32} 4 . The fine-tuned models are then evaluated on the entire test-set for the task. Since the number of fine-tuning examples are small, model performances can vary greatly based on the set of k examples chosen. Thus, for each task, we sample 10 such datasets for each k and report the mean and standard deviation. Supervised neural models are known to be sensitive to the hyper-parameters used and it is typical to use a validation set in order to select the hyper-parameters. While we use validation during training to select hyper-parameters, the best hyper-parameters during fine-tuning stage can be quite different due to the small size of the training data. Since in the few-shot setting it is unreasonable to assume access to a large validation set, we instead tuned the hyper-parameters for all baselines on a held out validation task. We used SciTail, a scientific NLI dataset, as the held out validation task. For LEOPARD, we only tune the number of epochs for fine-tuning and use meta-SGD based learning rates and reuse remaining hyperparameters. Refer to A.1 for more details.
We evaluate multiple transfer learning baselines as well as a meta-learning baseline, all based on the state-of-the-art pre-trained BERT architecture. Note that most existing applications of few-shot learning are tailored towards specific tasks and don't trivially apply to diverse tasks considered here. We evaluate the following methods: BERT base : We use the cased BERT-base model (Devlin et al., 2018) which is a state-of-the-art transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) model for NLP. BERT uses self-supervised pre-training followed by supervised fine-tuning on a downstream task. The BERT-base model consists of 12 layers and 768 hidden dimension, with a total of about 110 million parameters. For fine-tuning, we tune all the parameters, in addition to the softmax, as it performed better on the validation task. Multi-task BERT (MT-BERT): This is the BERT-base model trained in a multi-task learning setting on the set of training tasks. Our MT-BERT is comparable to the MT-DNN model of Liu et al. (2019) that is trained on the tasks considered here and uses the BERT-base as the initialization. We did not use the specialized stochastic answer network for NLI used by MT-DNN. For this model, we tune all the parameters during fine-tuning. Performance of MT-BERT on the validation set of training tasks can be found in Appendix. MT-BERT softmax : This is the multi-task BERT model above, where we only tune the softmax layer during fine-tuning. Prototypical BERT (Proto-BERT): This is the prototypical network method of Snell et al. (2017) that uses the BERT-base model as the underlying neural model. We add a two layer MLP on the sentence representation to get the output embedding for each example. Following Snell et al. (2017) , we used euclidean distance as the distance metric. Note that all the methods use the BERT-base architecture and the pre-trained BERT-base model as the initialization point. All parameters of MT-BERT and Proto-BERT are also tuned on the training data. We do not compare with MAML (Finn et al., 2017) as it does not trivially support varying number of classes.
Test Tasks and Datasets
The tasks and datasets we used for evaluating performance on few-shot learning are as follows: 4. Text Categorization: We use multiple text categorization datasets from crowdflower 5 and Almeida et al. (2011) . These involve classifying sentiments of tweets towards an airline, classifying whether a tweet refers to a disaster event, classifying emotional content of text, classifying the audience/bias/message of social media messages from politicians, and classifying whether a SMS is a spam or not. These tasks are quite different from the training tasks both in terms of the labels as well as the input domain.
NLI:
We use the SciTail dataset (Khot et al., 2018) , which is a dataset for entailment created from science questions.
Implementation Details
Since dataset sizes can be imbalanced, it is important to determine which task to sample in a particular batch, for both multi-task learning as well as meta-learning. Wang et al. (2018a) analyze this in detail for multi-task learning. We explored sampling tasks with a uniform probability and with a probability proportional to the squareroot of the size of the task. We treated this as a hyper-parameter and found the latter to be beneficial for all models. We train MT-BERT, Proto-BERT and LEOPARD on 4 GPUs to benefit from larger batches and more tasks per batch. Hyperparameter search ranges as well as best hyperparameters can be found in A.1. Additional details about dataset statistics can be found in A.2.
Results
In this section we evaluate and analyze our model and the baselines on the aforementioned datasets.
On an average, we observe absolute gains in accuracy of 4.62% on domain transfer, 4.52% on text categorization and 17.39% in F1 on entity typing and relation classification across low to moderate data regimes which confirms the efficacy of LEOPARD for a wide range of tasks. Further, in section 4.3 we perform ablation studies to better understand the performance of LEOPARD.
Entity Typing & Relation Classification
Results for entity typing and relation classification are reported in Table 1 and 2 respectively. We can see that LEOPARD significantly outperforms all the baselines on these tasks. Note that these tasks were not seen while training any of the models. The results clearly show the importance of the meta-learning training procedure combined with task-specific classification layer for generalizing to new tasks with few labelled examples. We also notice that prototypical networks performs significantly worse on new training tasks. We hypothesize that this is because prototypical networks do not generate good class prototypes for new tasks and adaptation of class prototypes is important for improving performance. We also see that improved feature learning in MT-BERT with additional training tasks serves as a better initialization point for such held-out tasks than BERT base . Fine-tuning just the softmax layer is slightly worse, as opposed fine-tuning entire MT-BERT, even in these data deficient regimes. Table 3 summarizes the results on the social-media based text categorization tasks. LEOPARD outperforms the baselines which shows its robustness to varying number of labels and different text domains. We observe that even though LEOPARD uses the same training tasks as MT-BERT it can adapt quicker (i.e. with fewer examples) to new text domains. Some classification tasks such as classifying political bias and audiences prove to be quite difficult for all models in the few-shot setting.
Text Categorization

Domain Transfer on Sentiment Classification & NLI
We also evaluate the models on how they perform on new domains of tasks seen at training time. For this, we consider two tasks of Sentiment Classification and NLI. We introduce another relevant baseline here, MT-BERT reuse , which reuses the trained softmax parameters of a related task at training. Results are summarized in Table 4 . First, we look at sentiment classification on 4 different domains of product reviews. This task is closely related to one of the tasks in the training phase: Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST). Note that SST only contains phrase level sentiments and the models weren't trained to predict sentence-level sentiment, while the target tasks require sentence-level sentiment. Again, we observe that LEOPARD performs significantly better than the baselines. We also observe that reusing softmax parameters from SST serves as a good initialization for classification layer of MT-BERT further motivating generation of task dependent initial softmax parameters for tasks not seen during training. We also note that the performance of prototypical networks is significantly better for these tasks in comparison to that in Tables 3, 1 and 2 as it has learned to generate prototypes for a similar task during the training phase. Next, we look at NLI task on a new domain of scientific questions (SciTail). As the training procedure is focused towards NLI, with several large dataset as part of the training phase, the baselines perform significantly better. Prototypical performs best for small k, again as it has learned to generate prototypes for a the same task during the training phase. For larger k = 32, reusing softmax parameters from the related RTE task at train gets even better performance. While LEOPARD does not perform as well as Proto-BERT, we note that it performs significantly better than other fine-tuning baselines where the softmax parameters aren't reused. Also note that it is not always possible to have a large set of closely related dataset at hand for a target task. In our ablation study we also demonstrate that parameter efficient versions of our model have a performance comparable on such closely related tasks as well.
Ablation Study
In this section we analyze two important components of LEOPARD, that are parameter efficient training and effect of training tasks. For this analysis we focus on 4 tasks: the CoNLL-2003 entity typing task, SemEval 2010 relation classification task, Amazon reviews DVD domain sentiment classification task and SciTail NLI task.
Parameter Efficiency
We evaluate LEOPARD with parameter efficient training discussed in 3.3. We consider three variants: (1) LEOPARD 10 where we take ν = 10 and do not adapt the layers 0 to 10 including the word embeddings in the inner loop of the metatraining;
(2) LEOPARD 5 where we take ν = 5; Table 5 : Analyzing parameter efficiency: LEOPARD 10 does not adapt layers 0-10 (inclusive) and LEOPARD 5 does not adapt layers 0-5 in the inner loop, while LEOPARD adapts all parameters. Note that the outer loop during meta-training still optimizes all parameters for all the three models. For new tasks (like entity typing) adapting all parameters is beneficial while for tasks seen at training time (like NLI) adapting fewer parameters is better.
(3) LEOPARD where we adapt all parameters in the inner loop. Note that even for ν = 0, the parameters are optimized in the outer loop to learn a better initialization point for few-shot learning. Table 5 shows the results on the dev-set of the 4 tasks considered. Interestingly, for all tasks except NLI we find that adapting all parameters in the inner loop is more efficient. Even with 8 examples per label, adapting all parameters can give significantly better results than only adapting the final layer and with more examples the difference becomes even more pronounced. On SciTail (NLI) we observe the opposite behaviour, suggesting that adapting fewer parameters is better for lesser examples. This is potentially because training tasks consisted of multiple datasets for NLI.
Performance based on training tasks
We analyze how the performance of MT-BERT and LEOPARD on target tasks is dependent on tasks used for training. For this experiment, we held out each training task one by one and trained both LEOPARD as well as MT-BERT. The trained models are then evaluated for their performance on the target tasks (using the development set), following the same protocol as before. Fig. 2 shows a visualization of the relative change in performance when each training task is held out. See Table 10 for the actual performance numbers. Since LEOPARD follows optimization procedure similar to MAML we expect it to converge to initial parameters which perform equally well across tasks i.e the initial parameters are equidistant to optimal parameters for a wide range of tasks. Fig. 2 confirms this intuition, as we see consistency in performance across target tasks, even when one training task is held out. When QNLI and SST are held out we see that LEOPARD consistently under-performs across all target tasks, while for Figure 2 : Analyzing target task performance as a function of training tasks (best viewed in color). Heatmaps on the left are for LEOPARD and on the right are for MT-BERT. Each column represents one held-out training task (name on x-axis) and each row corresponds to one target task (name on y-axis). Each cell is the relative change in performance on the target task when the corresponding training task is held-out, compared to training on all the train tasks. Dark blue indicates large drop, dark red indicates large increase and grey indicates close to no change in performance. In general, LEOPARD's performance is more consistent compared to MT-BERT indicating that meta-training learns more generalized initial parameters compared to multi-task training.
others its performance is consist. In contrast, MT-BERT's performance on target tasks varies greatly depending on the held-in training tasks. We also observe that removing CoLA benefits almost all the tasks for LEOPARD. This is likely because acceptability is a tough problem to learn in fewshots and forcing the model to train to perform this task hurts performance, while supervised learning is not constrained to obtain good performance in few-shots. Removing SST hurts performance on all tasks, potentially due to its large size.
Related Work
Meta-Learning
Meta-Learning approaches can be broadly classified into three categories: optimization-based, model-based and based on metric-learning. Optimization methods aim to modify the gradient descent based learning procedure such that quick adaptation to new task is possible. As discussed earlier, Finn et al. (2017) explicitly pose learning a good initialization of parameters as a optimization problem that can be solved using SGD. Al-Shedivat et al. (2018) studied continuous adaptation in a reinforcement learning setup using MAML. In contrast, Ravi and Larochelle (2017) learn a good initialization of parameters as well as an optimizer(Meta-Learner) which is modelled using a LSTM. Meta-SGD (Li et al., 2017) learn step sizes and update direction in a training procedure similar to MAML. Recently it has been shown that learning a set of task dependent model parameters improves performance for few-shot learning (Zintgraf et al., 2019a; Rusu et al., 2019) . For example, Latent Embedding Optimization (LEO) (Rusu et al., 2019) learns a distribution of parameters conditioned on task instead of finding a single initialization point like in MAML. LEO generates high dimensional parameters but optimizes in low dimensional latent space of parameters so as to avoid difficulties in optimizing with few examples.
In comparison we optimize directly in the generated parameter space since we only generate task specific parameters while preserving task-agnostic parameters. This allows us to use rich features representations in Transformer-like models along with generating initial task specific parameters. Also, for the model considered in our method it is non-trivial to generate parameters while optimizing in low dimensional space. Model based learning typically involves specifically designing models for fast adaptation (Munkhdalai and Yu, 2017) . Metric-learning approaches learn a metric function in order to compute similarity between support and query inputs in the learnt embedding space. Typically these methods are evaluated only for few-shot image classification with limited variance in task. In parallel to our work, Triantafillou et al. (2019) introduced a more diverse dataset for few-shot image classification and evaluated a suite of meta-learning algorithms.
Few-shot learning in NLP
The problem of few-shot learning is important in NLP as limited data is available for important sentence-level tasks, such as Machine Translation in low resource language pairs. Similarly, for entity level tasks such as Relation Classification, Named Entity Recognition, Entity Typing etc, data per entity can be very scarce. Traditional approach involves multi-task learning to learn a good feature representation and then fine-tune on the task at hand. These approaches are limited because there is a mismatch between train and test time.
Further, if a test task is different from training tasks, then sharing classification layer becomes infeasible. Recently, meta-learning approaches have gained widespread popularity for few-shot learning. Gu et al. (2018) used MAML to simulate low resource machine translation by sampling from high resource language pairs, treating each language pair as a new task. learn HyperLSTM (Ha et al., 2016) model in a multi-task setting across various sentiment classification domains and show improvements when transferring to a new domain. Other approaches (Han et al., 2018; Obamuyide and Vlachos, 2019; Geng et al., 2019; Mi et al., 2019) train for a specific classification task and do not generalize beyond the training task itself. Metric based metalearning is widely popular in NLP. learn a distance metric between example of a query domain with a set of elements from support domains, specifically for domain adaptation. learn multiple metrics to handle few-shot classification. Their meta-training procedure involves first clustering source tasks followed by learning a distance metric per cluster. Geng et al. (2019) employs capsules and dynamic routing algorithm (Sabour et al., 2017) for generating class prototypes in a framework similar to prototypical networks. More recent applications of meta-learning in NLP Transfer Learning is a closely related research area. Recently, self-supervised pre-training using language modeling objectives has shown significant progress towards learning general purpose model parameters that improve downstream performance with fine-tuning (Peters et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019) . Finetuning, however, typically requires more training data. Peters et al. (2019) studied best practices for fine-tuning pre-trained models. Yogatama et al. (2019) studied general linguistic intelligence from pre-trained models and explored how such models generalize on unseen tasks. They demonstrated that BERT requires more training data than BERT trained on other supervised tasks, for generalizing to some target tasks such as QA. Phang et al. (2018) showed that training BERT on intermediate tasks such as NLI can improve performance for some other related tasks. Wang et al. (2018a) rigorously analyzed advantages of pre-training followed by intermediate training, as well as multitask training and found multi-task training to be more beneficial for transfer. Liu et al. (2019) did multi-task training of BERT and showed that it can adapt to other similar NLI tasks. Our MT-BERT baseline is closely related to this. We refer the reader to Ruder (2019) for a more thorough discussion of transfer learning. Our work significantly advances these efforts on developing general linguistic intelligence by exploring a wide range of target tasks, in a few-shot setting.
Conclusions
Learning general linguistic intelligence has been a long-term goal of natural language processing. While humans, with all their prior knowledge, can quickly learn to solve new tasks with very few examples, machine-learned models still struggle to demonstrate such intelligence. Though there has been consistent progress in improving performance on many NLP tasks, we evaluated that atleast for few-shot learning, these improvements can be limited. To this end, we proposed LEOP-ARD, a meta-learning approach, and found that meta-training learns more general purpose parameters that better prime the model to solve com-pletely new tasks with few examples, as compared to supervised multi-task training. While we see improvements using meta-learning, performance with few examples still lags significantly behind peak performance with large training data or human-level performance. We consider bridging this gap as a lucrative goal for the community to demonstrate true linguistic intelligence. Table 6 shows the dev-set accuracy of the MT-BERT model on the various training tasks. Table 7 shows the hyper-parameter search range as well as the best hyper-parameters for MT-BERT, Proto-BERT and LEOPARD. We use same hyperparameters for prototypical networks except those not relevant to them. For fine-tuning we separately tune number of iterations, final layer dropout and batch size for each k shot for all the baselines. For MT-BERT we found 5 epochs , batch size 4 and dropout 0.3 to be best for 8-shot,2 epochs, batch size 8 and dropout 0.2 to be best for 16-shot and 1 epoch with 16 batch size and 0.2 dropout gave the best performance for 32 shot. For MT-BERT softmax we found 1 epoch, batch size 4 and dropout 0.0 to be best for 8-shot, we found 2 epochs, batch size 16 and dropout 0.0 to be best for 16-shot and 5 epochs with batch size 16 and dropout 0.1 gave the best performance for 32shot. For BERT base 1 epochs, batch size 16, and dropout 0.0 for 8 shot, 1 epochs, 8 batch size, 0.2 dropout for 16 shot and 5 epochs, batch size 16 and dropout 0.0 for 32 shot gave the best performance. For MT-BERT reuse 1 epochs, batch size 4 and dropout 0.3 for 8-shot and 2 epochs, batch size 16 and dropout 0.1 for 16 shot and 5 epochs, batch size 16 and 0.0 dropout for 32 shot. Note, for LEOPARD we use Meta-SGD for training and found it beneficial to run for larger epochs. We find using 100 epochs gave best performance for 8 and 16 shot while 200 epochs for 32 shot was the best. As we learn per step SGD, we found it beneficial to use each steps learning rate evenly across epochs.
A Appendix
A.1 Hyperparameters
A.2 Datasets
We use the standard train, dev data split for GLUE and SNLI (Wang et al., 2018b; Bowman et al., 2015) . For our ablation studies, on our target task we take 20% of the training data as dev set and sample from the remaining 80% to create the data for fine-tuning. For training MT-BERT we use dev data of the training task as the validation set. For meta-learning methods, prototypical network and LEOPARD we use additional validation datasets as is typical in meta learning methods (Finn et al., 2017; Snell et al., 2017) . We use unlabelled Amazon review data from apparel, health, software, toys, video as categorization tasks and labelled data from music, toys, video as sentiment classification task. Details of the datasets are present in Table 8 . For OpenEntity dataset, we use the high-level types, remove instances with multiple labels and those labels with fewer than 32 examples, details of actual data can be found in Choi et al. (2018) .
An example of the input to all the models for the entity typing tasks can be found in Table 9 A.3 Importance of training tasks Refer to Table 10 for actual numbers used for ablation study in Figure 2 . Table 9 : An example of an input from the MIT restaurants dataset. The first line is the actual example with two mentions. The next two lines are the input to the models -one for each mention.
